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Spring 2019

Year 9 history students begin the year 
with a study of World War One and its 
horrors. At the end of this unit they 
design poppies with messages of 
remembrance and thanks to those who 
served, for the sacrifices they made. This 
year these were used as part of a joint 
project with St Mary’s Church in 
Ross-on-Wye.

Students created a mixture of poems 
and messages, some remembering 
family members who had fought in the 
war, which were then used to create a 
giant poppy that was displayed in St 
Mary’s. Year 6 students who visited 
JKHS on open evening were also 
involved, writing personal messages to 
create their own smaller poppy. 

These formed part of a larger display in 
the church on ‘Peace and 
Reconciliation’, which also included 
ceramic poppies and peace posters 
created in school.

The First World War was described as 
‘the war to end all wars’, but, sadly, 
that did not prove to be the case. There 
are still a great many conflicts and 
disputes around the world. Since 1945 
some 15,500 British servicemen and 
women have been killed in conflict, an 
important fact that is also highlighted 
during the Remembrance Day 
memorials.

ARTSMARK
GOLD AWARD

Remembrance Day is commemorated every year at John Kyrle High School with assemblies, the 
sale of poppies and a two-minute silence. However, it took on a greater significance in 2018 with 
the centenary of the end of World War One.

ARMISTICE DAY
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A school is where young people learn about who they are and who they will become in an ever-changing world.  Our role is to o�er the 
best care, support and outcomes. We strive to deliver a �rst-class education. This includes by o�ering students excellent and varied 
experiences. The hard work and commitment of my support sta�, teachers and trustees in doing this is mirrored by the many 
community groups with which our students engage and, of course, by parents and carers. My continued thanks to you all.

There were some new experiences for me recently. I attended my �rst ever show-jumping event in Bromyard. Students from John Kyrle 
and the schools against whom we competed were all excellent. Fortunately, on a freezing Sunday morning, the event was indoors (more 
like in a massive barn, really), and Mr Croad and I were given chips and co�ee! In addition, I met with Amanda Spielman, Her Majesty’s 
Chief Inspector, and her senior team in London as part of my Ofsted ambassadorial role. We discussed the new draft Ofsted framework. 
I also attended the �rst meeting of our new JKHS Wellbeing and Positive Mental Health Group. At the end of February half term, I watched 
our students contribute to Climate Change Awareness Day. Their �lm, ‘Making the World’, has been viewed nearly 1500 times on our 
Facebook and Twitter pages. (These can be accessed from the school website www.jkhs.org.uk – please take a look if you missed it.)   

Amongst other activities, we have been involved in Mental Health Awareness Week, enterprise awareness, remembrance events with 
the Royal British Legion and World Book Day. As part of National Careers Week, I took assemblies, as did Jack Hall, Year 10, who is one of 
our careers’ ambassadors. We held our Year 9 options evening during this week. One of our non-uniform days supported PAPYRUS 
(Prevention of Young Suicide) which is the chosen charity of the Mayor of Ross-on-Wye, Councillor Harry Bramer.  Students and sta� also 
raised money and gained sponsorship for the forthcoming South Africa sports tour. As always, we were involved in Comic Relief. At half 
term several sixth-form students and sta� visited Berlin. We continue to be an outward-facing school developing our young people as 
British and world citizens of the future.  

It has been a delight to spend time with John Kyrle’s talented sportspeople, writers, poets, actors, singers, community activists, 
musicians, guides, cadets, eco-campaigners and charity fund raisers. Several former students have contacted us or come back to tell us 
about their progress. I also get to chat to parents either at consultation evenings, concerts or in various places in town. The feedback 
from parental surveys we issue at our various events is very positive. 

I read this recently: “In schools, organisational health might simply be de�ned as the ability to recruit great teachers, look after them, and 
direct their behaviours towards students’ wellbeing and high standards. In so doing, happy schools grow.” I can’t argue with any of that. Let’s 
call our version Happy, Healthy, Successful!

Enjoy Prospect!

Nigel Gri�ths
Headteacher
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Directorate/Division:
Please ask for:

Direct line:
Email:
Date:

Children and Families
Chris Baird
01432 260264
cbaird@herefordshire.gov.uk
17 January 2019

FAO: Headteacher and Chair of Governors
John Kyrle High School and Sixth Form Centre
Ledbury Road
Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire
HR9 7ET

Dear Nigel and Denise,

Yours sincerely,

Plough Lane, Hereford HR4 0LE
herefordshire.gov.uk | facebook: hfdscoucil | twitter: @hfdscouncil | instagram: hfdscouncil

CHRIS BAIRD
DIRECTOR FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

At Herefordshire Council we are committed to supporting schools and academies to give children and 
young people the best possible start in life. Our focus is very much on what schools do to prepare their 
students for the transition into adulthood. We believe that good examination results are vital because they 
give children and young people the passport they need to a range of choices and possibilities that will 
enable them to follow their dreams.

Strong examination results are achieved through excellent teaching and hard workd of students, sta� and 
teachers. This does not, however, happen in isolation but is a product of a school environment where 
teachers know and value their students and where pastoral support for students and a wide range of 
curriculum opportunities and experiences allow them to be ‘happy and successful.’

We are aware that John Kyrle High School has recently been commended with results at A-level over the 
past 3 years ranking in the top 5% nationally. We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
students and sta� on this fantastic achievement and the di�erence you are making to the life chances of 
young people in the south of our country - this is exceptional performance.

A-LEVEL RESULTS - OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

Sent by email only
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Every autumn term for the past twenty years, Year 8 art students 
have taken part in the Lions Peace Poster Competition. The 
winners go forward to a regional competition, then are judged 
nationally and internationally.

The theme, which changes yearly, reflects peace and international 
understanding. This year it was ‘Kindness Matters’. A challenging theme, but 
this did not stop our students tackling it with energy and enthusiasm. They 
began the project by discussing what kindness meant to them. This 
generated lots of debates and the students talked about their thoughts and 
feelings. During the design process they experimented and explored different 
media and techniques. The rules are very strict. The final poster has to be A2 
and cannot include any words or numbers.

Over 250 students took part and the posters were judged by members of 
Ross-on-Wye Lions Club. They agreed that the winning poster was created by 
Florence Cook. Sophie Allen came second and Hollie Tuffley was placed third. 
The judging team also selected 30 runners up who were presented with 
highly-commended certificates.

Every year art students in Years 11, 12 
and 13 produce an art portfolio based on 
several themes. These include natural 
forms, identity, fragments, secrets, 
codes and conventions, freedom and/or 
limitations, culminating in a final-year 
exhibition.

This year’s exhibition was a vibrant array of 
paintings, sculptures, ceramics, textiles and 
mixed-media work. A diverse and personalised 
set of outcomes was exhibited showcasing our 
students’ skill and ambition across GCSE, AS 
and A level. Students filled the department to 
bursting and they are to be congratulated on 
producing a display which pushes the 
boundaries of concepts, techniques and 
processes reflecting their hard work and 
dedication.

The work was outstanding. Colourful images 
containing all manner of conceptual influences, 
self-portraits of ambitious scale and likeness, 
political illustrations of Trump, installations 
challenging identity and youth culture. Further 
diverse and personalised outcomes were seen 
in 3D designs.

All work was of a very high standard and the 
students did John Kyrle and their parents proud.

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Sophie Allen’s winning poster

Peace Poster Contest

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
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On Tuesday 11th December, the winners, their families and friends were joined by members of the Lions, 
Mr Croad, assistant headteacher, and Mrs Taylor, art teacher, for a presentation at Ross Town Library. 
Here the winning posters were on display. Florence was presented with the winner’s trophy and a 
cheque by the Lions president, Jenny Symington. Jenny congratulated the students and said the quality 
was so high it had been difficult to choose a winner. Mr Croad and Mrs Taylor thanked the students for 
all their hard work and also Ross-on-Wye Lions for their continued support.
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As a drama teacher, it never ceases to amaze, surprise and fill me with 
pride, the talent that our young people possess. Giving the students an 
opportunity to showcase their performance skills in front of an audience 
is always a thrill and this year was no different. Once again the students 
of JKHS have blown the roof off the school theatre with this year’s 
school production – A Christmas Carol (Rebooted) – a bespoke 
reimagining of the Charles Dickens classic Christmas morality tale.

Over the new year 2018-19, 49 students and 7 staff from JKHS travelled to Wagrain in Austria for a week of skiing. The week was fantastic. 
The accommodation and facilities at the hotel were very good. The ski buses and the lift queues were never that busy. The snow and piste 
conditions were good, the weather was reasonable, the instructors were first rate and generally the skiing was excellent.

Although based at the top of the main Grafenberg lift for three of the days, the whole party had the opportunity to ski in three separate areas 
of the valley over the week with trips out to Flachau and Alpendorf. The two groups of non-skiers made good progress and by the end of the 
week had all skied a run to the bottom of the mountain. The intermediate group was quickly on to red runs and made good progress in the 
difficult snow conditions later in the week. The two higher-ability groups quickly found their feet and spent the week exploring the range of 
ski runs and snow conditions available in the resort.

Chris EliasS
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Speaking to students and staff upon their return, the highlights of the week were:

Thank you to all staff and students (and parents) for their efforts in
making the trip such a success.

“As a non-skier, learning to ski”
“The instructors and the teachers were brilliant”

“The afternoon that we skied down the last run as a whole school together”
“Being up on the side of a mountain every day with snow everywhere”

Rebooted
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Debate Club

Founded by sixth former, Alyssa Carrington, this new club, 
comprising students across the age range, is hoping to 
make a difference by encouraging the school, staff and 
student body to unite in support of an 
environmentally-friendly school lifestyle!

Our goal is to get recycling bins scattered around the site in an 
effort to drastically decrease the amount of paper waste 
produced, and to explore other creative ways of recycling, 
such as crisp-packet recycling. In the long term, however, we 
have a more ambitious goal of establishing a single-use, 
plastic-free canteen which would make an inarguable impact 
to the amount of plastic ending up in our oceans!

During meetings we discuss ideas and proposals as to how

we can reduce the amount of non-renewable waste 
in the school.

Members of our group are also leading talks 
promoting environmental issues in assemblies. In 
addition, we are working on the school garden, 
every Thursday, trying to make a difference, with 
amazing greenhouses and beautiful ponds that we 
hope to put to good use.

Eco Club is open to all year groups and takes place 
on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 112. Feel free to 
bring your food along with you. We cannot wait to 
see you there, Carpe Diem!

Rehearsals started way back (it seems) in September, and in the subsequent 
months leading up to performances, individuals worked hard to bring their 
very best to the stage. Many of the leading roles were double cast, allowing 
more students the opportunity to demonstrate their performing prowess on 
alternate nights – this is with the exception of Will Lawn, one of our sixth 
formers, who shouldered the responsibility of the leading role of Ebenezer 
Scrooge with great theatrical skill and dynamism in every performance.

The play was moved forward using a band of street urchins as narrator types. 
Each actor was brilliant in successfully characterising these lowly, 
down-trodden waifs and setting the Victorian London scene, and the 
audiences enjoyed the interaction with them.

The performance was punctuated with toe-tapping classics from The Beatles 
all accompanied by the school’s wonderful live band, expertly arranged and 
conducted by our own Mrs Blake. Being such a truly ensemble production, 
as always it would be impossible to pluck out individual performances – 
every actor brought their best game to the table, and took equal share in 
making this production a magical and memorable evening out. Even 
Ebenezer himself would have found it difficult not to crack a smile and sing 
along! 

This coming year the school is embarking on a performance in a new 
direction. Planning and scripting are currently in place for the first JKHS 
movie! Over 90 students and 20 staff have currently put their names 
alongside this ambitious project - a murder mystery that will hopefully amuse 
and surprise. Whodunnit? As scripting continues, I’d have to say that not 
even I know yet – but watch this space in the near future to find out more 
details!

Within debate club we aim to be open and accepting to all ideas and opinions, developing 
empathy, social consciousness and critical thinkers.

Students take on an active role within the club, voting on topics they wish to discuss and 
researching evidence to support their arguments prior to meetings. Doing this allows 
students to embrace an expanded world view, improving their articulation and confidence. 
Debate club welcomes students from Years 7-11 who meet every Thursday lunchtime in 
room 123.

Most recently, the group have worked collaboratively to produce speeches on the purpose 
of Remembrance Day which were displayed during our open evening and at the local church 
of St Mary’s.

Cat Harrison

“Don’t raise your voice, improve your argument.” – Desmond Tutu

“I enjoy the exchange of di�erent ideas and opinions.” – Year 10 student

“I rea�y enjoy the variety of subjects we discu�.” – Year 8 student
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We briefly visited the Hard Rock Café, much to my delight, and just about had 
long enough to see one of Tony Iommi’s guitars (of Black Sabbath). The canal 
boat ride was also a highlight of the trip; it was fantastic to see the city at its 
most beautiful, all illuminated at night. The Rijksmuseum was brilliant to visit; 
being able to see Rembrandt’s most celebrated works in the flesh. We had a 
tour which was engrossing, we learned about some of the methods and 
techniques used in some of the piece. It was particularly enjoyable getting to 
test each other’s art skills by describing a certain painting to our partner for 
them to try and recreate while they couldn’t see the artwork themselves. 

Equally, the Van Gough Museum was certainly entrancing. Being surrounded by 
such a large collection, by a greatly influential artist, was slightly staggering. We 
learned about how to tell the difference between Van Gogh’s abstract and 
realistic paintings, by observing the brushstrokes and colours used. It was also 
surprising to be able to see the taxidermy bat on which Gough based his 1884 
piece ‘The Bat’.

Visiting Kamp Amersfoort was a surreal experience that I am sure none of us will 
ever forget. We were informed about how the prisoners were treated and even 
told the story of how one brave man managed to escape. Amersfoort was a 
transit camp from where prisoners were sent to places such as Buchenwald and 
Neuengamme concentration camps. Sadly, in the summer of 1942, Dutch Jews 
were starting to be deported to death camps such as Auschwitz and Sobibor.

The trip was an incredible experience for both RE and art students. Amsterdam 
is a beautiful, vibrant city, which is full of creativity and culture. If any future 
students have the chance to have this fantastic adventure, I would definitely 
recommend it.

The Amsterdam trip was a first-class example of what a school excursion should be. As an A-level religious studies student, when I 
heard this trip was going ahead, I knew I had to go.

The Ann Frank House was easily my favourite part of the trip. I was pretty sure it would be, as I have always been interested in 
studying/reading about the Franks. It was amazing to be able to visit the rooms where the family had hidden and it was particularly 
moving to see the photos and newspaper cuttings that Ann had plastered on some of the walls: her attempt to feel at home. The 
Jewish Museum and cultural tour were also incredibly enlightening, particularly when we visited – and looked into – the ‘broken sky’ 
Auschwitz memorial. On the Jewish cultural tour we had the opportunity to go to the Dutch theatre. Owing to how many Jews were 
part of both the performers and the audience, the building was named the ‘Jewish Theatre’ by the German occupiers. Later, the Nazis 
turned the building into a prison for the Jews. This meant that a place of joy and entertainment became a place of sorrow and pain.

Rachel Robinson

S I X T H  F O R MAmsterdam Trip
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After watching the horror of the Yemen 
crisis unfold, students in 11K and across 
the sixth form decided to take action and 
raise money for Unicef who were involved 
in preventing a mass famine occurring 
across the impoverished country. 

Alongside a successful and stormy pool 
tournament, ‘John Kyrle’s Got Talent’ was 
re-launched and together they raised over 
£1200.

The pool tournament, organised by Chris 
Stonage, took place over several weeks. 
Entry was open to sixth form students 
and staff, and with a huge number 
signing up to take part, competition was 
fierce! Each knock-out round was played 
to a packed audience in the sixth-form 
common room. So high was the demand 
to watch the final, between Mr Wallace 
and Sam Brady, that tickets were sold in 
advance. A triumphant Mr Wallace took 
the final 2-nil!

Bradley Reynolds, Daisy Canham and 
Manpreet Shergill organised the ‘John 
Kyrle’s Got Talent’ competition. After 
having over 30 students audition, a select 
team of sixth-form judges whittled down 
the numbers to 12 semi-finalists who 
performed over three lunchtimes, in front 
of packed audiences of students and 
staff.

As a result of the success of the 
lunchtime heats, it was decided that a 
final must take place in order to reach the 
initial charity target of £1000. Tobias Da 
Silva, Gracie Jones, Will Mansfield and 
Chloe White were the talented four who 
wowed a sell-out audience of over 300; 
each paying a pound or more for entry. 
All finalist blew the judges and spectators 
away with both their talent and bravery.

The eventual winner was Tobias ‘Teabag’ 
Da Silva who performed his own rap 
song. He was chosen following a 
‘clapometer’ provided by esteemed 
judge, Mr Pritchard.

A grand total of £1215 was raised for 
Unicef from the pool tournament and the 
talent show. All participants received an 
honorary lunch with the headteacher. 
Further fundraising is already in the 
pipeline – watch this space!

YEMEN CRISIS
FUNDRAISING

Organisers and contestants of ‘John Kyrle’s Got Talent’

Mr Griffiths won his round…

…but an ecstatic Mr Wallace won the tournament!
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We are extremely pleased to report the continued success of the 
JKHS equestrian team in the various National Schools 
Equestrian Association competitions in which they have taken 
part.

The team of Lara Marshall in Year 9, Ruby Meredith and Sophia 
Powell, both Year 7, competed at King's Equestrian Centre, 
Bromyard, on Sunday 9th December at the Grassroots Regional 
Championship. The girls rode good rounds and Lara Marshall came 
6th individually out of a class of 47. Ruby Meredith was also awarded 
the best rider trophy in this class which was well deserved. In the 
70cm class the nerves had gone and the whole team rode superbly 
to finish on just four faults and coming 3rd place out of 10 teams. 
Sophia Powell came 4th individually out of a class of 43. This was a 
great achievement for the grassroots team in only their third-ever 
competition!

On Sunday 20th January, we had four teams and an individual 
entered for the County Championship qualifier at King's Equestrian 
Centre, Bromyard. Only the first-placed team and individual in 
Herefordshire were to go through to the national championships, 
held in April at Bury Farm, Leighton Buzzard.

Following a series of trials at Cheltenham Tigers RFC in February, four 
girls from JKHS have been selected for the Gloucestershire County 
U15s rugby squad. Selection for the squad was tough with over 80 girls 
competing for a place in the final squad of 30 players.

Poppy Godwin, Ellie Murrell, Ronie Thomas and Zoe Whitehouse, who 
all play their rugby at Cinderford RFC, met up with the rest of the 
training squad for team bonding and tactical sessions at various 
locations across the county. At the end of February they travelled to 
Tavistock in Devon where they took part in a County U15s festival, 
playing Devon, Somerset and Cornwall in both 15- and 7-a-side games 
throughout the day. The girls are continuing to train hard for their next 
two county festivals, being held in Somerset and in Cheltenham.

Mr Griffiths and Mr Croad made the trip to Bromyard to support the 
teams. In the 70cm event the team consisted of Archie Thomas and 
Evie Bennett, both in Year 7, as well as Lara Marshall and Zoe 
Whitehouse, both in Year 9. The team finished a creditable fourth. In 
addition, Archie finished first in individual, thus qualifying and will go 
on to represent Herefordshire at Bury Farm in April. Evie Bennett 
finished third individually.

The 80cm black team of Evie Bennett, Ronie Thomas and Zoe 
Whitehouse in Year 9 and Verity Wallbridge, Year 10, won their 
category and were the first team to have qualified to represent 
Herefordshire at the national championships. Evie Bennett finished 
third individually. Meanwhile the 80cm red team of Honor Verney, 
Lara Marshall, Lucy Powell, Year 10 and Zara Powell, Year 9 rode 
really well, some on young, less-experienced horses. The 90cm team 
of Evie Bennett, Lucy Powell, Verity Wallbridge and Zara Powell 
came 4th.

The John Kyrle team has developed a fantastic ethos and all 
competitors are looking forward to the next event.

Continued Success of the JKHS Riding Squad

County Rugby Offers
for John Kyrle Girls
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Sixth form A-level geology students and Year 11 students were able to enjoy a unique, interactive experience 
during their lessons. Highlights included getting up close and personal with some hand-sized meteorites, 
enabling students to touch real, extra-terrestrial pieces of our solar system. They were able to handle a 1.2 
billion year old piece of Mars and a large 4.3 billion year old nickel meteorite; probably the oldest object they 
will ever hold in their hands! Our solar system is only 4.6 billion years old after all!

The highlight of the ‘visit’ was the lunar samples, kindly loaned by the UK’s Science and Technology Facilities 
Council (STFC). They were collected in the late 1960s and early 1970s during some of NASA’s first manned 
space missions to the moon. A massive 382kg of lunar material was brought back to Earth, mostly for use by 
scientists in their studies of the moon, but small quantities are used to develop lunar and planetary sciences 
educational packages like this one.

Samples like these can tell us a great deal about where they originate, but we still have so much to learn! STFC 
is dedicated to providing science outreach programmes to inspire young people to study geological sciences 
as part of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) and complement classroom studies.

Head of science and teacher of A-level geology, Frazer Smith, said, “This is a great opportunity for our 
students to be able to see, touch and really experience such important and exciting objects from space - I 
am old enough to remember the Apollo programme. The fact that you can look up the sites where the 
specimens are from on Google Moon, or watch the footage of astronauts actually collecting the samples 
makes the whole story come to life. It’s such a valuable experience to be able to actually touch and hold 
such important parts of science history, one we hope will inspire the scientists of the future!”

JKHS is very special in offering A-level geology as a 
sixth-form option. The course has run for almost 20 years 
and has a history of excellent results. Around 50% of 
students over that time have gone on to study geology at 
university and many are now employed in geoscience 
roles all over the world. We are always looking for new 
recruits and look forward to welcoming our next intake 
from Year 11 and other 11-16 schools in the area.

STFC offers a free-of-charge, short-term 
loan of the lunar samples to educational and 
scientific organisations within the United 
Kingdom.

Exciting rare samples of moon rocks and a collection of impressive 
meteorites landed at JKHS during February for a week’s visit.

Astronaut collecting lunar soil
Apollo 17

Pallasite, an example of the core
mantle of a large asteroid
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Medal Succe�
Rae Gwilliam, Year 7, recently gained her first medal in classical ballet. She 
competed at the Dance West Midlands Competition, held in Kidderminster, with 
her dance partner Lilia. They overcame tough competition to come away with 
their medals in the 11 & 12 year age group.

Rae has been dancing since she was seven years old and dances for Strawberry Hill Dance 
Studio (ballet & lyrical), London Studio Centre (ballet) and has just taken up ballroom dancing 
with Miranda de Barra.

Rae spent 12 months attending Birmingham Royal Ballet’s development & strength training 
programme. She dreams of becoming a full-time dancer.

Her next competition is in Worcester during the Easter holidays where she will be dancing both 
solo and duet in classical ballet, as well as lyrical group dance.
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